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Measurements of the power spectrum and dispersion relation
of self-excited dust acoustic waves
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Abstract – The spectrum of spontaneously excited dust acoustic waves was measured. The waves
were observed with high temporal resolution using a fast video camera operating at 1000 frames
per second. The experimental system was a suspension of micron-size kaolin particles in the anode
region of a dc discharge in argon. Wave activity was found at frequencies as high as 450Hz. At
high wave numbers, the wave dispersion relation was acoustic-like (frequency proportional to wave
number). At low wave numbers, the wave frequency did not tend to zero, but reached a cutoff
frequency instead. The cutoff value declined with distance from the anode. We ascribe the observed
cutoff to the particle confinement in this region.
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Introduction. – The dispersion relation (i.e., wave
frequency as a function of wave number) and the spectral
energy distribution of a given wave mode contain a
great deal of information on the basic physics of the
system in question. Of particular interest is the long-
wavelength/low-frequency limit of the dispersion relation.
Here, the wave frequency ω can tend to zero for wave
numbers k→ 0 (which is a characteristic of different kinds
of sound waves), or various cutoffs can exist, for example
ω→ ωc for k→ 0, where ωc is a finite value. Examples of
waves with a frequency cutoff are sound waves in ducts [1],
Langmuir waves in plasmas, electromagnetic waves at the
critical plasma density [2], and waves in magnetic flux
tubes on the Sun [3]. The physics of frequency cutoff is
different in these examples, but it can be vaguely described
as a confinement at that frequency.
Complex (dusty) plasmas are excellent model systems

to study wave phenomena down to the level of individual
“atoms” [4–9]. A complex or dusty plasma is a multicom-
ponent system of ionized gas and solid microparticles, with
sizes typically in range of tens of nanometers to tens of
micrometers [10,11]. The solid microparticles acquire an
electric charge by the attachment of electrons and ions.
In typical laboratory dusty plasmas, the thermal speed
of the electrons is considerably higher than that of the
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positive ions, so the microparticle charge is negative.
When the charge density of the microparticles is not much
smaller than the charge density of the ions, the micro-
particles exhibit collective behavior and various wave
modes can be sustained in the complex plasma.
One of the most well-studied wave mode is the dust

acoustic wave [12] (DAW) where the inertia is provided
by massive dust grains and the restoring force is provided
by the electrostatic pressure due to electrons and ions.
The dust acoustic wave was first observed by Chu, Du,
and I [13] and by Barkan, Merlino and D’Angelo [4].
Subsequently, the DAW has been studied by many groups
in a variety of dusty plasmas, in both ground-based
laboratories as well as under microgravity conditions
[14–20]. The dispersion relation of the DAW was
calculated theoretically using fluid [12] and kinetic [21]
approaches, and also measured experimentally by external
modulation of the wave frequency [22–27].
The behavior of DAW in the long-wavelength/low-

frequency limit is of particular interest. A wave number
cutoff, that is a finite wave number kc at ω→ 0 was
predicted in refs. [28,29] based on the notion of attractive
forces between dust grains (e.g., due to the ion shadowing
effect). A similar wave number cutoff for self-excited DAW
can also arise due to dust-neutral collisions [5]. Previous
measurements were not able to resolve these features in the
DAW dispersion relation. On the other hand, a frequency
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cutoff, that is a finite frequency ωc as k→ 0 was predicted
theoretically [30,31] and reported in an experiment [32]
where DAW were externally excited in the frequency range
of 17–30Hz.
In this paper, we present the first experimental measure-

ment of the power spectrum and dispersion relation of self-
excited dust acoustic waves using high speed video imag-
ing and Fourier analysis techniques. A DAW spectrum
with frequencies extending up to ≈500Hz was observed.
The dispersion relation continues to be acoustic-like (ω∝
k) at high frequencies and has a low-frequency cutoff at
low wave numbers. A dust-ion streaming instability is
the most likely mechanism for the spontaneously excited
waves [33,34].

Experimental method. – Our experimental system
was a suspension of fine kaolin microparticles in the anode
region of a dc discharge in argon [5]. The vacuum chamber
is a horizontal stainless steel cylinder with a diameter of
60 cm and length of 90 cm. The anode is a steel disk with a
diameter of 3 cm located at the chamber axis, the cathode
is the inside surface of the (grounded) vacuum chamber.
External coils provide axial magnetic field. Below the
anode, there is an electrically floating tray with kaolin
powder. The plasma chamber is equipped with a planar
Langmuir probe that can be moved along the chamber
axis.
The experimental parameters were as follows. We used

Ar at a pressure of 78–200mtorr. The discharge current
could be varied in the range of 5–20mA. The longitudinal
magnetic field was about 100G. We used polydisperse
kaolin microparticles with average size of 1µm and mass
≈10−15 kg [24]. The neutral-gas damping rate was in the
range of νE = 90–240 s

−1, as modeled [35] by the Epstein
expression.
After the discharge was switched on, the particles

started to jump from the tray up into the anode fall region
of the discharge. After around 30min, a cylindrically
shaped particle cloud was formed with a diameter of
≈3 cm and length of ≈5 cm. We visualized a vertical cross-
section of the cloud by illuminating the particles with
a vertical sheet of laser light (λ= 532 nm) and imaging
them with a side-view camera. We used the Photron
FASTCAM 1024PCI camera that has a spatial resolution
of 1024× 1024 pixels2 and operated at the rate of 1000
frames per second.
In a wide range of experimental parameters, dust

acoustic waves were spontaneously excited in the particle
cloud [5], probably due to an ion-dust streaming insta-
bility [21]. The waves were readily seen by the side-view
camera as spatio-temporal variations of the intensity of
laser light scattered off particles caused by periodic modu-
lations of the particle number density. A snapshot of these
waves is shown in fig. 1(a).
To analyze the wave propagation, we produced space-

time plots of their intensity, shown in fig. 1(b), based on
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Fig. 1: Spontaneously excited dust acoustic waves (DAW).
Shown are (a) a snapshot of DAW and (b) space-time plot
of the DAW image intensity. Micron-size kaolin particles are
levitated in the anode region of a dc discharge in argon at
124mtorr. The dotted-line rectangle in (a) corresponds to the
“wide analysis area”.

images like that in fig. 1(a). As seen from the upward
curvature of the bright features in fig. 1(b), the wave
speed drops significantly with distance from the anode.
Therefore, we perform our analysis separately at differ-
ent distances x. First, we restrict our analysis to the
region where the wave speed does not change much (x=
0.68–4.11 cm, shown in fig. 1(a)). Below, we call this “wide
analysis area”. Then, we repeat our analysis in six smaller
adjacent regions; this gives the dependence of wave para-
meters on the distance from the anode.
The dispersion relation of DAW was calculated using

the following method. We start with the pixel intensity
of raw experimental images of waves I(x, y, t). We assume
that I(x, y, t) is proportional to the intensity of laser light
scattered off dust grains, which in turn is proportional to
the local number density of dust grains. The first assump-
tion is based on camera’s γ = 1 (pixel intensity propor-
tional to incoming light intensity), the second assumption
was supported in ref. [34].
We averaged the pixel intensity I(x, y, t) over all values

of y in a narrow rectangular region shown in fig. 1(a), to
arrive at Ĩ(x, t). Then, we performed a Fourier transform
of Ĩ(x, t) in space and time domains. The resulting
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Fig. 2: (Color online) Fluctuation spectra I2(k, f) of DAW
image intensity for experimental conditions of fig. 1, measured
at different distances from the anode: (a) 0.68–4.11 cm,
(b) 1.54–2.39 cm, (c) 4.11–4.96 cm. White fit lines give the wave
dispersion relation, as explained in the text. The inset in (b)
shows the theoretically calculated wave spectrum.

fluctuation spectrum I2(k, f), fig. 2, gives the map of
DAW energy in the wave number - frequency space. Note
that our method is similar to that of refs. [6,9,36], where
particle velocities from a computer simulation [36] or
an experiment [6,9] were used as input for the Fourier
transform. The fit lines in figs. 2(b), (c) give the wave
dispersion relations, as we explain later in the text.

Results and discussion. – The dispersion relations
calculated in the wide analysis area appear to be acoustic-
like (frequency proportional to wave number), in the entire
range of frequencies where the waves were spontaneously
excited. A typical example is shown in fig. 2(a). Note
that the wave activity is present at frequencies as high as
400Hz. There are no waves above approximately 450Hz.
This means that the frame rate of 1000 frames per
second was chosen adequately (the Nyquist frequency is
500Hz); using a lower frame rate would lead to aliasing
in the frequency domain that would distort the calculated
dispersion relations.
The wave energy is distributed unequally between

different wave numbers, as seen in fig. 2(a). The wave
power spectrum has a maximum at approximately
20–30 cm−1. This agrees with the kinetic calculations
of ref. [25] where a positive growth rate for DAW
was reported with a maximum at the wave number of
kmax ≈ 0.4/λDi. In our experiment, λDi ≈ 0.014 cm, giving
kmax ≈ 30 cm−1 or corresponding wavelength ≈ 0.2 cm.
In the wide analysis area, the acoustic-like behavior

apparently extends to low frequencies. In particular, no
wave number cutoff is seen in our experimental dispersion
relation in fig. 2(a). Predicted values of the wave number
cutoff should be in the range of 3–11 cm−1 in our experi-
mental conditions according to ref. [28], for dust tempera-
ture in the range of 0.025–25 eV. The wave number cutoff
due to neutral-dust collisions should be around νE/2Cs ≈
3 cm−1 for the conditions of fig. 2. In principle these
cutoffs should be observable in our current experiment.
This would give us the possibility to actually measure the
attractive component of the binary-interaction potential
between the microparticles.
The slope of the dispersion relation gives the wave speed
CDAW. We plotted the dispersion relations like that shown
in fig. 2(a) for all combinations of the gas pressure and
discharge current where spontaneously excited DAW were
present. They all have a similar shape, only the slope is
different. From these, we calculated CDAW as a function
of the gas pressure and discharge current. It varies from
16 cm/s to 29 cm/s, CDAW being lower for higher pressures
of argon in the explored range of 78–200mtorr.
This can be due to the following three possible causes.

First, CDAW is directly proportional to the particle charge
Q. Q, in turn, depends on the electron temperature
Te, which decreases with increasing pressure. Second,
CDAW also depends on the dust temperature Td, which
decreases with increasing pressure [37]. Third, the real
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Fig. 3: (Color online) (a) Snapshot of DAW (thin line) and
time-averaged image intensity (bold line). (b) Wave speed
CDAW (circles) and the frequency cutoff fc (diamonds) are
shown as a function of distance from the anode. Open symbols
are calculated from the fits in figs. 2(b), (c). Solid symbols for
CDAW and fc are calculated, respectively, from the slope of the
f ∝ k feature in I2(k, f) and the Gaussian fit of I2(kmin, f).

part of the dispersion relation including the effects of dust-
neutral collisions shows that the phase speed decreases
with the gas damping rate νE, which is proportional to
pressure. This latter mechanism, however, does not play a
significant role in our experiment. The discharge current
does not seem to have any systematic effect on CDAW.
The speed of waves declines as they travel away from the

anode. This can be seen from the corresponding upward
curvature of the wave space-time plot in fig. 1(b). This also
leads to the broadening of the wave spectrum in fig. 2(a),
as different wave speeds at different distances x from the
anode are factored in.
To study CDAW as a function of x, we divided the

region where DAW were present into six smaller adjacent
windows each 0.86 cm wide. Then we calculated the wave
spectra separately in each window. Two of these are shown
in figs. 2(b),(c), measured close to the anode and far from
it, respectively. CDAW is indeed significantly lower far from
the anode. The dependence CDAW(x) is shown in fig. 3(b).
There is a correlation between CDAW(x) and the average
dust number density (represented by the average pixel
intensity of wave images, fig. 3(a)) for x� 2.8 cm, but not
for x< 2.8 cm.
A remarkable feature of the dispersion relation

measured near the anode, fig. 2(b), is a frequency cutoff
at low wave numbers. Indeed, the wave frequency does
not tend to zero for k→ 0, but reaches a finite cutoff

frequency fc instead. The white circles in fig. 2(b) are
calculated as the maxima of the wave power spectrum
w.r.t. frequency, for every value of wave number. The
white curve is a fit with f =

√
(CDAW/2π)2k2+ f2c ),

where CDAW and fc are fit parameters. Far from the
anode, the frequency cutoff is much lower and difficult
to resolve, as seen in fig. 2(c). A simpler method to
measure CDAW and fc is to calculate, respectively, the
slope of the f ∝ k feature in I2(k, f) and the frequency
where I2(kmin, f) has its maximum (kmin is the minimum
wave number). Both methods give similar results, as
shown in fig. 3(b), therefore, below we use the simpler
method.
The value of frequency cutoff declines with distance

from the anode, as shown in fig. 3(b). The gradient length
for fc is similar to that for CDAW. When power spectra
from different locations are combined, as in fig. 2(a), the
frequency cutoff becomes undetectable.

Model of frequency cutoff. – We ascribe the
observed frequency cutoff to the particle confinement near
the anode. Two kinds of confinement may be involved:
radial and axial. The role of (radial) boundary effects on
the dispersion relation of DAW was discussed in ref. [30].
The axial inhomogeneity (confinement) of dust particle
suspensions in anodic plasmas was discussed in ref. [26].
We propose a simple model of the frequency cutoff

that is a natural extension of the model of ref. [30]
to empirically take different kinds of confinement into
account. Let us assume that the waves are driven from the
anode side (at x= 0). Then near the anode the dynamics
of the dust number density n is governed by the following
fluid equation: ntt+ νEnt−C2DAWnxx =−ω20n with the
boundary condition n|x=0 = f(ω)exp(−iωt). Here, ω0 is
the confinement frequency that characterizes confinement
strength and f(ω) is the excitation spectral density.
Wave spectra produced by our model are similar to

those observed experimentally, as shown in fig. 2(b) and
in the inset. The main features of the experimental
spectra are reproduced including the frequency cutoff fc =
(2π)−1

√
ω20 − ν2E/4. In the calculation, we used f(ω) = 1

for ω�∆ω and f(ω) = exp[−(ω−∆ω)τ ] otherwise, where
∆ω= 0.4CDAW/λDi and τ = λDi/CDAW. The confinement
strength ω0 was a fit parameter, all other parameters were
chosen as in the experiment.
Another notable feature of our model is that it predicts

either frequency or wave number cutoff depending on the
neutral-gas friction rate. The frequency cutoff is present
only if the gas damping rate is sufficiently low, so that
2ω0/νE > 1. For example, in the experimental conditions
of fig. 2(b), 2ω0/νE ≈ 3.4.
Our model empirically takes the particle confinement

into account without specifying the exact type of confine-
ment. The role of (radial) boundary effects on the disper-
sion relation of DAW was first discussed in ref. [30]. Our
model recovers the dispersion relation obtained in ref. [30]
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for νE� ωpd and ω0 ≡ γnωpdλD/R, where γn is the root
of the Bessel function J0 and R is the anode radius. For
the geometry of our experiment, γn = γ1 ∼= 2.4, the result-
ing cutoff frequency is about fc ≈ 10Hz. This value is
consistent with our measurement far from the anode, as
shown in fig. 3(b). However, near the anode the cutoff
value is substantially higher, around 42Hz. We propose
that axial confinement of particles [26] is responsible for
the enhanced frequency cutoff near the anode.
Note that the proposed model is based on a linear

fluid equation, whereas the waves in our experiment grow
from low amplitude near the anode to large amplitude
in the bulk of the particle suspension, see fig. 3(a). The
observed frequency cutoff is the most conspicuous near the
anode, where the waves are low-amplitude and probably
linear; here, our model should be directly applicable as
indicated by good agreement between the model and
experimental measurement, fig. 2(b). The effect of particle
confinement may then carry to the nonlinear stage of the
wave development.

Summary and conclusions. – To summarize, the
dispersion relation of dust acoustic waves was measured in
a wide frequency range. A frequency cutoff was observed,
i.e. the long-wavelength waves had a finite non-zero
frequency. We propose a simple model that explains
this observation by particle confinement in plasma. The
existence of a cutoff frequency is very important for the
propagation of waves: the waves excited above the cutoff
are propagating, and those below cutoff are evanescent.
Future experiments to determine the attractive part of
the binary-interaction potential [28,29] from DAW have
to be conducted without confinements as this masks those
effects.
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